
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of CIB risk.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for CIB risk

Part and parcel of credit decision-making process in live stressed/distressed
situations on an advisory/managed basis
Formulation of exposure management strategy alongside other risk
colleagues
Working closely with senior credit officers and other deal team members to
ensure team’s priorities are met on an on-going basis
Ongoing contribution to regulatory and risk reporting agenda
Identify, monitor, mitigate, manage, and report risks in the ACCE Collateral
Management business including credit, operational, market, and fiduciary
risks
Perform credit diligence on an ongoing basis for North American subsidiaries
of MNCs headquartered overseas (inbound MNCs)
Provide a cohesive and comprehensive approach to ratings, risk assessment,
portfolios and clients and sectors within multiple industry sectors for a broad
array of international MNCs with significant US operations (portfolio of 200 +
credit families)
Partner with CIB Coverage, Global Corporate Banking both at parent and
subsidiary level, DCM, SLF, Treasury Services and Sales and Trading groups to
ensure client needs are met and credit exposures are accurately assessed
Recommend credit decisions and partner with EMEA, APAC and Latam Credit
Officers for final credit approval
Own credit and grading policies in relation to MNCs, and provide
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Qualifications for CIB risk

Ability to lead by example and is an effective role model
Strong background and understanding of investment banking traded
products (both cash and derivative) trade finance and lending
Strong sense of accountability and ownership of responsibilities
IT Risk Management/Audit industry certification (such as CISSP, CISA, CRISC,
) a plus
Good understanding of financial markets and products – preference for
equity derivatives knowledge
Enthusiastic, proactive and delivery focused with ability to work well in either
a team or autonomously as required


